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Dr. Felix Müller: “Indicating Ecosystem Health and 
Integrity” 

Abstract 

The ecosystem approach is a new guideline which has recently been formulated by 
the Convention of Biological Diversity. To apply the corresponding ecosystem 
conception in environmental management it is necessary to define variables that 
describe ecosystem states and developments on the base of holistic, systems 
oriented methodologies and guidelines. In this paper, an attempt concerning this 
purpose is described, focussing on the selection and application of ecosystem 
variables to indicate the state of ecological entities on different scales.  
The general guidelines for the derivation of the ecosystem indicators originate in 
thermodynamic ecosystem theory, empirical ecosystem analysis and in the concept 
of ecosystem health / integrity. The respective fundamental concepts are principles 
of self-organisation, the ecological orientor approach, an integration of structural 
and functional items and the normative idea of ecological risk prevention. These 
principles are explained in a first part of the paper that leads to a presentation of 
the indicator set, which aims at a depiction of the self-organising capacity of 
ecological entities.  
In the second part, some applications of the indicator set are shown. They refer to 
the ecosystem scale (comparison of a forest ecosystem and an arable land 
ecosystem), to the landscape scale (characterising different wetland ecosystem 
types in a Northern German watershed) and to the development of sustainable 
landscape management regimes in Northern Fennoskandia (consequences of 
different approaches for reindeer herding in an ecological, social and economic 
context). 
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